‘’Unremitting passion for the beauty
and mystery of the natural world’’ Alfred Russel Wallace Centenary
Friday 7th June

Opening address and welcome—Gina Douglas, Society for
the History of Natural History
Session one—Chair: Professor Adrian Newton, Bournemouth
University
Following in the footsteps of Wallace —-to the Amazon and
Rio Negro
Andrew Sortwell, Leader of WETA (and other teams) and David Ord
Kerr, wildlife artist specialising in tropical birds
In 1973 whilst reading volume 1 of 'My Life' by Alfred Russel Wallace, Andrew
Sortwell read a passage that led him to visit a remote region of Amazonia to see if
the variety of life was still as abundant as it was in Wallace's day. This led to a
lifelong interest in the Amazon and many trips to both research and learn about
the Amazon rainforest.
In 1978 the Wallace Expedition to Amazonia spent three months in a remote
region of Amazonia studying the flora and fauna. It included three school friends
who had attended Hertford Grammar School (Wallace's School) who wished to
follow in his footsteps. In 2007 two returned to the alto Rio Negro and spent time
in an Indian Reserve gathering wildlife photographs. This illustrated talk will cover
both these and other visits undertaken in between.

Conserving Wallace’s Notebooks and Journals
Janet Ashdown—Conservator, Linnean Society of London
As part of the Mellon funded project to digitise The Linnean Society’s collection of
A.R. Wallace’s notebooks the Society’s conservator, Janet Ashdown, was asked to
undertake their conservation prior to imaging. This diverse collection of ten
notebooks presented a range of conservation challenges which posed ethical and
practical problems. This presentation will discuss some of these issues and the
solutions employed. There will also be a brief account of the background to the
acquisition of The Linnean Society’s Wallace collection.

On the Organic Law of Change:
Alfred Russel Wallace's evolutionary insights and arguments
in his "Species Notebook" of 1855-1859
Professor Jim Costa—Highlands Biological Station and Western
Carolina University
Alfred Russel Wallace's eight-year expedition in Southeast Asia (1854 – 1862) was
a period of remarkable creativity that saw the publication of over sixty papers and
letters, including the 1855 "Sarawak Law" and 1858 "Ternate Essay" — landmark
works in the history of evolutionary thought. The single most important document
reflecting Wallace's creative ferment of this period is the "Species Notebook,"
Linnean Society ms. 180, so-named by historian H. Lewis McKinney for its many
entries on the species question. McKinney first drew attention to evidence that
these entries were intended for a book arguing for the reality of transmutation, as
part of an extended critique of Charles Lyell's anti-transmutation arguments in the
Principles of Geology. I explore Wallace's critique of Lyell, showing that Lyell was
both inspiration and foil for Wallace in this period and the object of not only
Wallace's arguments in the Species Notebook but in the Sarawak Law and Ternate
Essay as well. Wallace's Species Notebook reveals the depth and breadth of
Wallace's evolutionary insights like no other document of the pre-1859 period,
and as such is the ideal document through which to reassert Wallace's standing as
a giant of evolutionary biology in this Wallace anniversary year.

Session two—Chair: Professor Sir Ghillean Prance
Life through Letters: The Wallace Correspondence Project
Caroline Catchpole—Archivist Wallace Correspondence Project,
Natural History Museum
The Wallace Correspondence Project based at London’s Natural History Museum
seeks to locate, catalogue and transcribe all known letters to and from Alfred
Russel Wallace, plus other selected manuscripts. The surviving correspondence,
estimated to be around 4,000 letters, is scattered across the globe in over 150
institutions and private collections. Wallace Letters Online, the project’s online
database of letters, has brought this fascinating correspondence together in one

place for the first time and was launched in January 2013. Key manuscripts by
Wallace, including his two collecting notebooks from the Malay Archipelago, also
feature in this digital archive.

This talk will give an overview of the Correspondence Project and Wallace Letters
Online, before exploring how the letters can be used to study not only Wallace’s
important scientific work but also the many other passions and pursuits of this
great Victorian polymath.

Am Feeling Quite Jolly! The Wallace Collections at the
Oxford University Museum of Natural History

Annette Lord—Oxford University Museum, Oxford
The Oxford University Museum of Natural History has over 300 paper items in the
Wallace archive, mostly letters and postcards written by Wallace dating from 1860
to 1913, and the museum’s Hope Entomological Collection has tens of thousands
of specimens collected by Wallace, mainly from the Malay Archipelago, but also
including some of his British and South American specimens.
The majority of the correspondence is between Wallace and Edward Bagnall
Poulton (second Hope Professor of Zoology at Oxford) and Raphael Meldola,
chemist and entomologist. This archive covers a range of topics, including family
matters, gardening and house building, travels in America, work and the need to
earn money, his writing and discussions of scientific topics (natural selection,
Darwinism, geographical distribution, mimicry and so on), revealing Wallace’s
insatiable curiosity and excitement when struck by new ideas, his kindness to
others and his interest in social topics, his relationship with Darwin and of course
his exceptional collecting. The entomological collection includes several of
Wallace’s complete private insect collections, and also contains species described
by Wallace, named after Wallace, and numerous type specimens, one of which is
the famous Wallace’s giant bee, Megachile pluto.

Wallace on Natural Selection: What Did He Really Have in
Mind
Dr Charles Smith—West Kentucky University
Alfred Russel Wallace's 1858 Ternate paper on natural selection is a famous work
in the history of science. Beyond his co-discovery of the principle, moreover,
Wallace is known for a large number of early applications of the idea, both to
biological and biogeographical subjects. Yet how much do we really know about
Wallace's own evolution of thought, and his actual intentions before his views
were swallowed up by the inertia of Darwin's influence? A number of differences
between Wallace's and Darwin's views are apparent and have been much
treated over the years, but related discussions dwell more on effects than on
causes. In this presentation, analysis of the latter is featured. Wallace is
portrayed as a heavily Alexander von Humboldt-influenced thinker whose natural
selection model can be summarized as an ecological equilibrium-maintaining
"removal of the unfit" - one which conspicuously avoids any conclusions
regarding possible applicability to the evolution of human consciousness.

Overview and closing remarks— Gina Douglas, Society for
the History of Natural History
Wallace Theatrical Show— You Should Ask Wallace
Theatr na n'Og

Evening Reception at Bournemouth Society
for Natural Sciences

More Wallace Events:
Discovering Indonesia
11 June 2013, 19.00-21.00 (Doors open at 18.30)
Kensington Gore entrance, Royal Geographical Society, Kensington, London
www.rgs.org
Alfred Russel Wallace Exhibition
14-15 June 2013, 10.00 - 16.30
Neath Antiquarian Society, Mechanics' Institute, Church Place, Neath
http://www.swansea.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=48672
Treasure of the month - Darwin and Wallace
1 July 2013, 14.30-15.00
Attenborough Studio, Natural History Museum, London
www.nhm.ac.uk
Wallace’s eureka moment
4 July 2013, 16.30-17.30
Flett Theatre, Natural History Museum, London
www.nhm.ac.uk
The Other Mr Darwin
06 July - 31 December 2013
Dudley Museum and Art Gallery, St James Rd, Dudley, West Midlands
www.dudley.gov.uk
Ancestor’s Trail 2013
24-26 August 2013
Ancestor’s Trail, Quantock Hills, Somerset
http://ancestorstrail.net/
Wallace in Bristol
24 August 2013
Wills Memorial Building, Queen's Road, Clifton, Bristol
http://ancestorstrail.net/
Wallace: Evolution’s Forgotten Father
15 October 2013 - 31 January 2014
Swansea Museum, Victoria Road, Swansea

Alfred Russel Wallace and his Legacy
21 October 2013, 9.00 - 22 October 2013, 17.00
The Royal Society, London
http://royalsociety.org/events/2013/wallace-legacy/
The Compleat Naturalist
22 October 2013, 18.00-19.00
The Linnean Society of London, Piccadilly, London
www.linnean.org
Alfred Russel Wallace and his Legacy - Wallace100 conference
23 October 2013, doors open at 9.00
Flett Theatre, Natural History Museum, London
www.nhm.ac.uk
2nd International Conference on Alfred Russel Wallace - His Predecessors and
Successors
7-8 November 2013
Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia
http://www.unimas.my/Wallace2013/

Wallace
8 November 2013 – 22 June 2014
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory (MAGNT), Fannie Bay, Darwin, Australia
http://everguide.com.au/darwin/event/2013-nov-08/wallace/

You Should Ask Wallace
UK Wide
This play tells Wallace's story. Theatre company Theatr na n'Og will be performing it in key locations associated with Wallace (such as Usk, Neath,
Hertford and Leicester in the UK, as well as Brazil and Singapore) and at UK
science festivals.
Please contact Theatr na n'Og for dates and further details. Telephone 01639
614771 or email drama@theatr-nanog.co.uk.

Launching the new version of our Online Collections
& the Smith Herbarium
Coming Soon – The Notebooks of Alfred Russel Wallace

For more information about the Wallace Centenary including blogs, event
listings as on-going projects visit the Wallace100 website:
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/science-of-natural-history/wallace/
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